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COACHES AND PARENTS OF SOCCER PLAYERS OF ALL LEVELS, THIS IS THE BOOK FOR

YOU!   Revised and updated with new information, drills, diagrams, and photos, this friendly,

easy-to-use, fully illustrated guide shows coaches how to run a successful soccer team -- no matter

how much experience they have or what level of soccer they coach. From building a roster to

making sure everyone has a ride home at the end of the game and everything in between:   &#149;

SETTING UP THE FIRST PRACTICE  &#149; TEACHING THE BASICS  &#149; DEVELOPING

SKILL THROUGH DRILLS AND EXERCISES  &#149; LEARNING THE RULES  &#149;

ENCOURAGING FAIR PLAY AND HEALTHY COMPETITION   Emphasizing that kids should have

fun, stay active, and learn about team spirit and competition, win or lose, the authors detail every

step of building a soccer team that plays well and plays healthy, while having a great time.  

Whether you're a seasoned professional or new to the game, Coaching Kids to Play Soccer has the

answers to every coach's questions. Don't start the season without it!
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Jim San Marco was a teacher, athletic director, and coach at Edgemont High School in Scarsdale,
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Chapter 1IT'S ALL YOURS, COACHA simple, important, sobering fact needs to be stated at the

outset: as a youth soccer coach you have a huge responsibility to everyone on the team. Not only

do these youngsters want to learn soccer from you, but they also want to win, want to score some

goals -- and they don't want to be yelled at. Your impact is rivaled only by that of the parent, and in

certain circumstances, it surpasses that influence. You will find that your kids want to please you

more than anyone else, and this simple fact can place tremendous pressure on you. It should guide

your every action.We believe that your responsibilities as a youth soccer coach are easily

stated:FunLearningIndividual developmentWinning...in that order! Let's look at each one in turn:Fun:

It may come as a surprise to some of the parents of the players, but 99 percent of the kids are

playing soccer because they want to have fun playing it. Those kids in your charge, Coach, have

joined the league and your team to enjoy themselves. The minute you lose sight of that as your

principal motivating factor, you're in trouble.Learning: Youth soccer coaches must be responsible,

dedicated teachers -- more so than other youth league coaches -- because most kids in America

don't know the sport! They grow up catching the things that are thrown or kicked at them, except for

an occasional kickball. "Offside" is when the offensive guard (in football) moves before the ball is

snapped. Couple player ignorance of soccer with magnified parental ignorance, Coach, and you can

see why we put learning second on the list.Individual Development: A nine-year-old should be

compared with himself, not every other nine-year-old. You help a team develop by helping each

individual. And if you've succeeded in helping most of your athletes become better soccer players

by the last week of the season, you're a winning coach, regardless of your record.Winning: We

believe the outcome of the game yields winners and learners -- there are no losers. Winning is

important and needs to be an important part of the development of soccer players. But perspective

becomes the important consideration, because while winning is important and must be part of the

education process of an athlete, it needs to be understood as the result of hard work and individual

development. The coach who succeeds in teaching the sport -- individually and to a group -- will find

success in the won/lost column. The coach who helps the team keep winning or losing in

perspective will find success in the personal development column.THE BALL STOPS

HERECoaches in volunteer leagues are often acquired like goalies: no one wants to do the job,



especially, so someone gets drafted. You may have come to your soccer duties purely out of love

for the sport or, like many, out of love for your child. Any coach, regardless of experience, has two

factors that must be dealt with quickly: (1) individual knowledge of the sport and (2) ability to impart

that knowledge to the youngsters. If you have come to your soccer team because your child wanted

to play and no one else was there to teach or lead the team, how you deal with the two factors may

well determine if the players have a positive or a negative experience.Copyright &copy; 1987 by Jim

San Marco and Kurt Aschermann

There are good pictures and good descriptions of various aspects of soccer skills and the game.

The age range for this book is probably more like age 8 - 18. I am coaching 6 year olds right now

and the drills and discussions in this book don't really apply to the level of soccer these kids can

comprehend. Otherwise it is a good reference and will come in handy as my kids get older.

This was purchased as a gift. Therefore, we are unable to give any direct comment on the book.

In seeking out aides to learning to become a successful soccer coach for my kids, this book has

proven to be far and away the best resource I've found to date.
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